. Such shifts in Hox of genes more often underlie the evolution of morphoexpression domains during evolution could arise from logical diversity than do changes in gene number or changes in the expression of trans-acting regulators protein function. And, finally, I will address, from a developmental genetic perspective, the long-standing question of the sufficiency of evolutionary mechanisms observed at or below the species level ("microevolution") to account for the larger-scale patterns of morphological evolution ("macroevolution").
and/or within the cis-regulatory regions of Hox genes. Direct evidence that a Hox cis-regulatory element has functionally diverged during the course of bird and mammal evolution has been found to underlie a relative shift in the expression of the mouse and chick Hoxc8 genes (Belting et al., 1998) .
The divergence of cis-regulatory element function is also implicated in the morphological diversification of structures such as insect hindwings and vertebrate limbs. Both the regulation of Hox genes within insect (Stern, 1998) it is important to understand the genetic architecture and the molecular nature of morphological variation divergence and identify candidate loci. The crucial point within species. The most successful approaches to unthat has emerged from selection experiments on fly brisderstanding intraspecific variation exploit genetic methtle number is that just as for natural variation, many odologies for assessing the number and identity of known loci contribute to differences in such modest genes involved in differences between character states. traits (Nuzhdin et al., 1999) . Importantly, the effects of By utilizing detailed knowledge of the genetics of model genetic variation are not strictly additive. Combinatorial organisms such as fruit flies and maize plants, specific interactions, so fundamental to developmental prodifferences have been localized to developmental loci cesses, play powerful roles in morphological variation involved in intra-and interspecific variation and the reand evolution. sponse to natural selection or artificial selection (e.g.,
The The typical organization of the cis-regulatory regions of developmental regulatory genes, composed of many independent elements, is tacit evidence for the expansion and diversification of cis-regulatory systems in evolution. Second, there is a greater degree of freedom in cisregulatory sequences (as opposed to coding sequences) that imparts a tolerance of regulatory DNA to all varieties of mutational change. Regulatory elements need not maintain any reading frame, they can function at widely varying distances and in either orientation to the transcription units they control. This evolvability of regulatory DNA sequence means that it is a rich source of genetic and, potentially, phenotypic variation.
Finally, the combinatorial nature of transcriptional regulation, controlled by the diverse repertoire of tran- Figure 3 ). Most interestingly, some variations were simiOne of the longest running debates in evolutionary biollar to standard limb skeletal morphologies found in anogy concerns the sufficiency of processes observed cestral and other species. The occurrence of both powithin populations and species for explaining macrotentially novel and atavistic (reversions to ancestral evolution. Explanations of large-scale evolutionary patstates) forms in a single population suggests that comterns, such as those evident in the fossil record, seek plex morphologies can evolve through ordinary, readily to encompass processes such as speciation, selection, available genetic variation in the myriad interactions that drift, competition, environmental change, extinction, shape development. and more. While all of these forces have shaped history, Third, while the existence of homeotic mutations has they represent dimensions beyond the fundamental gebeen cited most often in support of the plausibility of netic and developmental questions considered here. macromutations, it is clear that such dramatic phenoFrom the perspective of developmental genetics, the types are associated with disruptions of gene structure global micro/macro evolutionary debate can be reduced and reductions in fitness that make their fixation unlikely to the question of whether the same genetic mechaat best. There are more attractive alternative scenarios nisms underlying intraspecific variation and interspecific for homeotic gene involvement in morphological evoludifferences are sufficient to account for the large-scale tion that do not invoke macromutations. Incremental changes in evolution. Several arguments can be made changes in the function of individual cis-regulatory elein support of the explanatory sufficiency of regulatory ments can account for the shifts in Hox expression doevolution and against the necessity for or the probability mains that have occurred during arthropod (Akam, 1998) of dramatic large-scale "macromutations" playing a sigand vertebrate evolution (Belting et al., 1998) . nificant role in morphological evolution.
One such picture of how small differences in Hox First, there is apparently abundant variation regulatory expression have evolved has emerged from analysis of regions of developmental genes in natural populations. rather modest differences in leg morphology between Some of this is expressed, as described for variation in certain Drosophila species. Stern (1998) has shown that bristle number. But, in addition, several recent studies differences in leg hair patterns between D. melanogaster have shown that there is also "cryptic" or latent variation and D. simulans, species that diverged about 2-3 million that can be expressed under artificial selection or when years ago, are due to differences in the regulation of developmental mutations are introduced into populathe Ultrabithorax gene in just part of the second leg. One tions (Gibson and Hogness, 1996; Polaczyk et al., 1998; attractive implication of this work is that these subtle Gibson et al., 1999).
interspecific differences in Hox regulation and morphology potentially represent intermediates in a continuum Second, variation exists within and between natural from intraspecific variation to larger-scale morphological evolution.
It is not realistic to expect to reconstruct the entire sequence of genetic and developmental steps involved in the diversification of any group. But the successes of comparative approaches that correlate major genetic regulatory differences with body plan diversity and of genetic analyses that identify regulatory genes involved in inter-and intraspecific differences enable us to perceive the general mechanisms at work. In the near term, detailed analyses of cis-regulatory element variation and evolution will be of central importance in expanding our understanding of how gene expression and morphology evolve.
